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1. INTRODIXTION 
Characterization of K-functionals is an important aspect of the theory of 
interpolation spaces. For the couple L, and W;(q’), we found in [4] a new 
kind of modulus of smoothness that is equivalent to the K-functional. This 
has had many applications in approximation theory (see [4, Part II]). In 
particular, the K-functional is related to the characterization of the rate of 
approximation given by different approximation processes. Earlier attempts 
in this direction (see, e.g., [ 1, 21) suggested the use of ordinary weighted 
moduli of smoothness. However, as it has been shown, this is possible only 
for p= ,x (for p = x, see [3, p. 3221). In the present work, we pursue 
further this line of investigation. Being aware of counterexamples in [6] 
which show that such equivalence is not possible for L,, 1 <p < x, we 
show here that the characterization of the K-functional of a function f’is 
possible by some weighted ordinary modulus oj‘smoothness of a related jimc- 
tion (not f itself). In the last section we give several concrete applications. 
This demonstrates how our theorems characterizing the K-functionals are 
used to determine the rate of approximations for various approximation 
processes. 
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We now describe the problem and solution in more specific terms. The 
K-functional between L,(a, 6) and W;(v’) (weighted Sobolcv space with 
weight cp’) is given by 
(1.1) 
We proved in [4, Theorem 2.1.11 that, under suitable conditions on cp 
(cf. [4, Sect. 1.2]), the modulus of smoothness, 
is equivalent to the K-functional in (l.l), i.e., 
K,.(J op - QJgf, ‘lp (t+O+). 
(1.2) 
Note that in (1.2), the increment hq(x) changes as x varies through 
(a, h) while our aim here is to find another expression of smoothness (of a 
related function) which is formed by constant increments (i.e., for which 
the “step weight” is 1) and which is still useable to describe K,:,(S, l”),,. We 
shall show that this is possible under some natural assumptions. A com- 
plete characterization of the important case when the K-functional satisfies 
LAS, “JP = O(tX) for t-+0 
will be given. 
Section 2 contains the notations and our terminology. In Section 3, we 
state our main results, the proofs of which will be given in Section 6. 
Section 5 is devoted to some preliminaries to these proofs. In Section 4, WC 
discuss an example which shows that our theorems are sharp. 
Finally, in the last section, we synthesize our results with earlier ones to 
derive theorems on polynomial and operator approximation. It should be 
noted that these results, which are apphcations of the main theorems, are 
of utmost importance here. They are particularly essential because of the 
technical nature of the main theorems of this paper. On the one hand, 
these applications show the generality and nontriviality of our results by 
providing rather surprising equivalences between approximation errors and 
some (strangely related) smoothness conditions. On the other hand, the 
failure of the above equivafences for L, with p > 2 (while valid for p < 2) 
perhaps explains why these results were not discovered previously and 
underlines the necessity of the new measure of smoothness given in [4] 
that provides equivalences for all L, spaces in a uniform way. 
K-FIINC‘TIO?GAL.S AND WEIGHTED M0DCI.i 
The weight functions IV on (a, h) c R discussed in this paper arc positive 
measurable functions on the interval (u. h) c R which arc bounded away 
from zero and infinity on every compact subinterval of (a, h). Since, by 
linear substitution, we can carry (u, h) into one of the intervals (0, I ). 
(0, ~Z ), or ( - ,x, ,x), we can always assume that (u, h) is one of these. 
Let f - g mean that l!C <jYg < C for some constant C in the range con- 
sidered. For example, ‘tf’(x) - g(y) if s - ,v” means that if l:!C 6 X/J* 6 C. 
then l/C1 <,f’(x)jg(~~) < C, for some C,. 
We shall consider L,, spaces and assume throughout the paper that 
1 dp<oC. (2.1 j 
For a weight function q and a positive integer r. the weighted Soboicv 
space WL(q’) is given by 
where J“’ Ii E AC,,, means that 1’ is (1. -- I )-times differentiable and its 
(r - 1 )st derivative is locally absolutely continuous: i.e.. it is absolutely 
continuous on every compact subinterval of (0, h). 
Even if we restrict our interest only to the A’functionals of the form 
(1.1) in our considerations, weighted L,, spaces inevitably appear (see [4. 
Chap. 6)). Therefore, WC might as well introduce an additional weight M’ 
and the weighted K-functional K,,(f; f),., p given by 
The corresponding weighted analogue of (1.2) is defined in a slightly more 
complicated way and we shall introduce it after having said something 
about cp and IV. 
We will not give the exact general conditions on ~7 that ensure (1.3). 
These can be found in [4, Sect. 1.21. For our purposes it is enough to make 
the following natural assumptions. We assume that there exist two num- 
bers /?(a) and r?(h) such that /Qc)>,O if c (where (3 is equal to u or h) is a 
finite endpoint of (a, h), and p(c) < I if c is infinite. We further assume that 
when (u, 6) = (0, I), (0, a~), or (- x;, co ), 
as x+aSO ((I=Ooru= --5) 
as X+X (h = T!) (2.3 i 
as x-+-O (h=lj. 
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Since cp - I/I implies K,,, - K,,, , we can assume (and this is the second 
assumption made throughout the paper, the first being (2.1)) that 
50 E C’(a, 6) and in certain neighbourhoods of a and h the equivalence “-‘I 
becomes equality in (2.3). For example, if (a, h) = (0: co), then we assume 
that 
q(x) = xP(O’ for O<x<l 
and 
q(x) = xp”“) for x > 2. 
To discuss the K-functional K,,,,(f, r’),,,p, we will make the following 
assumption about the weight w. There exist two numbers r(a) and y(b) 
such that 
y(c) > 0 if c (c = a or c = b) is a finite endpoint with 0 <p(c) < 1 
and 
i 
Ix(7W as x+a+ (u=Ooru= -“o) 
w(x) - x7(=) as x-+cc (b=33) (2.4) 
(I -x)‘(‘) as x+1- (h=l). 
Note that v(c) is not restricted if c is not finite or if p(c) 3 1. These assump- 
tions are satisfied by most weight functions cp and w  appearing in applica- 
tions (see Section 7 below). 
The symmetric rth difference is given by 
A;.f(x)= i (-1)” ; f(x+(rh/2)-kh) 
k=O 0 
and the forward rth difference by 
When the expression wd;,f appears in the norm L,(u, h), it will be 
assumed that A;l,f= 0 if (.x - rh~~~(x)/2, x + rhq(x)/2) g (a, 6). 
For simplicity, we define the weighted analogue of (1.2) only for (a, h) = 
(0, cc). In this case, we overcome the difficulties near both finite and 
infinite endpoints and, therefore, the corresponding definitions and proofs 
for (u, h) = (0, I ) and (a, 6) = ( - co, co) should not cause any problem (cf. 
[4, Sect. 6.1 and Appendix B] and the discussion at the end of the proof of 
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Theorem 1). Thus, let ((1: h) = (0, x8) and when p(O) 2 1 or ~(0) = 0: WC 
simply write 
e@CL ~LJ,, = sup lW;,,.f!I,?. 
0 4 I, < , 
In the remaining case, that is, when 0 < b(O) < 1 and ;(O) > 0, we define 
q./i a.,, = SUP li~~~~~,l‘~!I,p~r~. r j + sup !l~:J;l,.r’II L,c~~.12rwj. 
O-cllSr O<hS<,l 
where (for t < 1) 
t* = (rt)‘.” - PCO)l. (2.5 1 
With these notations, we have [4: Theorem 6.1.11 
Kr,.(f. f')w.,, - o;(.f; 'bp (t -+ 0). (2.6) 
We will use the notation 
‘4GB 
extensively rather than the expression “there exists a constant c such that 
(Al 6 c IB(.” 
3. MAIS RESIJLTS 
Let I’(x) bc given by 
T(x) = J;I 5 
and let 
(j= (‘-1 (3.1) 
be the inverse function of K We observe that r maps (u, b) (where (a, h) 
is = (0, 1 ), (0, x), or (-m, XI)) onto an interval (A, B) and 8 maps (A, B) 
onto (a, h). With this notation, we will prove the following result. 
THEOREM I. Assume 1 < p < zc and 
“/(c)+(1 -r)(l -/I(c))> -l/p if‘ c(c=uorc=b) 
is a jinite endpoint of’ (a, h) with 0 < /l(c) < I. (3.2) 
For F =,f’c 8 where 0 is defined by (3.1), both 
Nl;; ~)~,r.N,,U,.o)Ip.p~~)~,(l~ O ,.,+ f !!)1;sli,,, (3.3 
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and 
This gives the type of comparison mentioned in the Introduction since in 
the definition of o;(S, t),,,, the increment h is constant; i.e., the “step 
weight” is identically equal to 1, w;(& t),., is an ordinary weighted 
modulus of smoothness. 
Remarks. 1. Note that e~g(h t),,.,) is defined on (a, h) while 
4vi I)(%v.B)(o~ f/p.p is defined on (A, B). 
2. The result holds for many other T’s and o’s as well. For example, 
if (a: h)-=(O, cc) and 0: (0, x)4 (0, cc) satislies t?eC’(O, cc), 8’-cpoO, 
and for 1 di<r 
8”‘(X) $ U(x) .x -I, 
then this 0 can replace the 0 given in (3.1). 
3. Note also that if x is a linear mapping between (A’, S’) and (A, B), 
then Theorem 1 holds for 0 if and only if it is true for 0 = 0 1) x (cf. (2.6)). 
We shall use these remarks in the proofs and in our applications. 
As the value of t becomes larger, the condition (3.2) becomes more 
severe. Therefore, it is important to give comparisons under the following 
less restrictive assumptions. 
THEOKEM 2. Suppose I < p < xl, F= f c 0, 0 < s < r,for the integers s and 
r. und 
s + ;‘(c) + (1 - r)( 1 - /I(c)) > - l,$ ff c(c=uorc=h) 
is u finite endpoint with 0 <P(c) < 1. (3.5) 
Then the assumption 
implies f ('. ' ) E AC,,, and 
(3.6) 
5 
Concersel~~ (where (3.5) still holds), the assumption 
implies F’ ’ ’ ) E AC,,,, and 
Observe that we have 
i.e.. the first term on the right of (3.7) or (3.8) is the signiiicant term. WC 
also mention that for s = r - 1, (3.5) is always valid. 
Finally, we turn to the characterization of 
q.f, l)u~.p = qt”) 
and. hence. that of K,. ,,,, (j; t) ,,,,, = C;(I”). 
TFEOREM 3. Suppose 1 ,< p < .x, wj’~ ],,,(a, h), 0 < r < r, and s = [z ] $‘x 
is not an integer und .Y = 2 -- I if it is. Then $2 F(z) =,I’(“ 0. 
q11 h.,,, = (‘(1”) (3.91 
implies that f’” - ” E AC,,, and 
cl((F, t) 0, (‘)(q oy- 1 n.p = c (tl). (3.10) 
Concer.vr!)*, ,for .f  = F,, 0 ‘$ (3.10) implies that F:‘ ” E A(‘,,, (md.fiw f“) = 
PC’)? 0 ’ (3.9) holds. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the ussumptions of Theorem 3 
k’,.,(.L tL.,> = C(t”) 
and (3. IO) ure eyuident. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section, we show that the results in the preceding one arc sharp. 
First of all, notice that the term t’ IIM;~/;~ on the right of (3.3) is needed 
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even if its order of magnitude is usually smaller than that of (tiL(.L t),,,,. In 
fact, ifj‘is a polynomial of degree at most (r - I), then o:,(f. t),, P z 0 while 
w;(.f~o, hv,$O for r> 1. 
Recall that for any f which is not a polynomial of degree at most r - 1 and 
for any weight function W, 
hT”jyf f$(f, t),,.p/tr > 0 
. 
(cf. [4, Sect. 4.21 or (2.6)). 
With regard to the range of parameters in Theorem 1, we have: 
ASSERTION 1. SupposeO~~<1, c/)(x)=x”, w(x)=x”,gb0, l<p<cr,, 
and 
y+(l -r)(l -P)< -1,//A (4.1) 
(i.e., assume that (3.2) does not hold). Then the conclusion of‘ ‘Theorem 1 fhils. 
ProoJ Let f E c’(0, ix ) such that 
f(x)= (1 -P)x’- filogx-xl -fi 
{ 
if O<x<l 
0 if x > 2. 
We can choose (see Remark 3 of Section 3) 
and 
(j(x) = x1:(l PI. 
Then 
(.1’c O)(x) = x log x - x 
and 
(1’0 0)’ (x) = log x. 
Hence, we can write (see also [4, Sects. 3.4 and 8.51 and (5.7) below) 
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4(.fc 0, f)(,.. “,( y, 0)‘P.p 
- f dfr: ~(~,::~)(~)((~::t))(~))li” (f. 0)(r) (.)~f~d~]‘-” 
i 
rl 
- 1’ 
iI 
u(I; -I-p.:p);‘il -/I)-+- 1 -rip du 1 
I I’ 
- ,, J 
1’ /log tl I!P if equality holds in (4.1) 
t’ -t (7 + l.pJ;(l b, if strict inequality holds in (4.1). 
On the other hand, 
*I 
11 
) Lp 
- 1’ *(” + r/j r 1 -P ‘)P Ilog &Y & 
‘(,,)I II -RI r‘ 
4 
[’ ilog II ’ + ‘UP if equality holds in (4.1) 
[I i (; c l!pj(l -/,) llog tI if inequality holds in (4.1). 
These two moduli have different orders. 1 
5. PRCLMNARIES TO THE PROOFS 
We first quote from [4, Theorem 6.111 the following result. 
THEOREM A. Let cp, w, p, and r satisfy (2.3), (2.4), and (3.2). Then 
K+..(f; f’Lp - o:,u; fLp (f+o+). (5.1) 
It will be important to observe: 
THEOREM B. The equiculencr (5.1) is a1.w calid if (u, h) = ( - x, ;c ), 
~7” 1, and 
w(x) = W(eX). (5.2) 
where W is a weight function satisjjing condition (2.4) on (0, cc ). 
Since (5.2) implies that IV(X)- M:(Y) if x-y- 1 when x + +x, the 
proof of Theorem B is an easy modification of the proof of Theorem A 
in [4]. 
Note that (5.1) implies that if cp- $, then cti;(f: f),,.,-(cl~&(f, f),,.,,. 
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In the proofs of Theorems 1-3, WC shall need the concept of (weighted) 
main-part moduli. To avoid unnecessary complications, let us consider 
only the case (a, h) = (0, CG) as (a, h) = (0, 1) can be handled similarly (see 
[4, Sect. 6.2 and Appendix B]) and as for (a, h) = (- S, m), the main-part 
moduli and the moduli defined above coincide. 
If /I(O) 3 1: we write 
In the remaining case, 0 <p(O) < 1, WC write 
(5.3) 
where j* = (,+)‘“I -P(o)) (see (2.5)). Thus, Q and w  differ only for b(O) < 1 
and the difference in their definition is that in the expression of 0, we avoid 
a small neighbourhood of 0. Let us mention that the cases /I(O) 2 I and 
/j(O) < 1 are different because p(O) > 1 implies 
(x - rhq(.r)/2, x+uhq(x)/2) E (0, 03) 
for small Iz and every x > 0, while for 0 < p(O) < 1, this is true only if 
x3 (l/2) I/(1 -8) (rj)‘:(’ -PI= (1/2)‘/w3 j*. 
The corresponding main-part K-functional is given by 
X,:.,(s, fLJ,p = K,,(f, fL,p 
if p(O) > 1 and 
x,,u %p = sup id 
O<h s, ,c$’ l)E AGo< 
I ilw(S- gNIL,(h=.J;l + A’ lIwcp’~‘r’ilI.~p(h*.w)) 
when 0 d p(O) < 1. 
In [4, Theorem 6.2.11, WC proved 
IJsing this equivalence, we derived in [4, Sects. 6.2--6.41 many properties of 
52 which display complete analogy with ordinary moduli of smoothness, for 
example (see [4, Theorem 6.2.5 ]), 
13 
and for i.2 1 (see [4, (6.2.8)]). 
QlJ/; j.f)r,.p < j.‘-Q’,(.L t) ,,., ,. 
The converse of (5.5) is the Marchaud-type inequality [4, Theorem 6.421. 
In [4), we considered more general weights than the ones above and 
(5.6) was proved under the assumption that 
;‘(c)+/$(c)> -l!p 
if c (c=a or c=h) is a finite endpoint with O,</I(c) < X, but as y(c)>O, 
this is always true in the case dealt with here. 
Finally, the moduli 8 and Q are connected by 14. Theorem 6.2.21 
In particular, for CI > 0, 
cor,(.L r),.,, = &(:(t”) - s23; l)e.,, = C(P). (5.8) 
In the next section, the following lemmas will be used extensively 
LEMYA 1. Suppose W is a weigh1 fbcrion on an interval (c, d), 0 6 c 6 
2c<d: and W(x)- W(y) $x-y. Ther!.for Odi<r, 
II W(x) .++‘)(.Y)ll LJr.d) G II W(x) g(x)!1 L),(<.d) + !; W(x) x’g”‘W~l ,.,. (<,(,,’ 
Pm?/: WC make USC of the inequality [3, p. 3101 
jl gq Lp~l~~I~I~‘l~gl~L,~I~+l~I” iI!g(‘)lil.,cI, (5.9) 
where I denotes an arbitrary interval. We can decompose (c, tl) into 
disjoint intervals Ik = (tk, qk) with 1 6 (v~ - ck)/& < 4 for every k. Then 
(5.9) implies 
II W(x) u’g”‘(x)l( p _I +,,k, e W5k 1 II,I’p I! Pll :I,,(,k) 
-3 WP(5k) ‘IgIl?.“,,*, + WP(5k) ll,lrp Ila”‘ll~,,,,, 
@ II W‘II f,(lk, + II W(x) xrg”‘(.r)ll ;,,(,k). 
Summing these up for all k and taking the pth root, we obtain the state- 
ment of the lemma. 1 
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LEMMA 2. I” W is a weight Junction on an interval (c, d), d> c + 1, and 
We W(y) when x-y- I, thenfor Odidr, 
Proof. The proof coincides with the preceding one if we divide (c, d) 
into intervals {IA} of length between 1 and 2. 1 
LEMMA 3. SuPPose 0 6 c ,< 1 and g(x) = 0 .for x b 1. Then, under the 
assumptions 
P> -l/P, (5.10) 
and g (‘- ‘)E AC,,,, we have for 1 d i d r, 
ilxpg(‘)ll < llxp’-‘- ‘f?‘ll I+..l) Lp(c.1) (5.11) 
uniformly in c. 
Pro@: It is enough to prove the statement for i = 0 and r = 1, since the 
general case follows from it by iteration. 
Our assumptions imply that 
g(x) = - [” g’(u) du. 
- .r 
Applying Hardy’s inequality (see [S, p. 273])-and this is where we need 
(5.10).--to the function 
g*(x) = -jcc db) Xk 1) du, 
r[ 
where x(c, 1) is the characteristic function of the interval (c, l), we have 
I1xP~il,.p~c,I~= Ilxpg*/II.p~(.,l~~L I~~“+‘~~*~‘~IL~~o.~~~ 
PP+l 
= p IW + k’ll L,,(r .I,. 
PP+ 1 
I 
LEMMA 4. If 
s 
1 
(Q;(f, t),, Jt” + ‘) dt < CC, 
0 
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then 1"' - !'E AC,,,, 
n;- .'(S'"'> Ihrmi.p (5.12) 
(5.13) 
ProojI The first assertion of the lemma and (5.12) is the content of [4, 
Theorem 6.3.11. j”’ - ‘) E AC,,, now implies 
and, therefore, using Fatou’s lemma we have 
According to (5.6), 
The iteration of this yields 
which, together with (5.14) proves (5.13). # 
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS l--3 
Proof of‘ Theorem 1. We carry out the proof first for the case 
(LZ, h) = (0, ix;), because in this case we must deal with the difficulties 
caused by both finite and infinite endpoints. The other cases, that is, 
(u, h) = (0, 1) and (a, 6) = ( - 3c, m), will be handled similarly at the end of 
the proof. 
Thus, let (a, 6) = (0, co). We may assume that 
(p(x) =x/l(“) on (0, 1) 
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and 
~)(x)=x~(~) on (2, a). 
Let tj,, $z E c’(0, rx ) be monotone functions such that 
and 
We write 
f=f$, +f(l -$,X1 -$J+.fJ/z=f1 +f*+f3 
It follows easily from Theorems A and B, given in Section 4, and from (5.9) 
that 
and for Fi = fj 0 8, 
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1 separately for fi, fi, and fX. 
It will be easiest to prove (3.3) and (3.4) of Theorem 1 for fi because the 
support of fi lies in [l/2,43. In fact, by the proof of Theorem A or by 
Theorem A and (5.9), there exists, for every 0 < t < 1, a function g such that 
supp gc(1/4, 5) and 
Making use of the substitution x = 0(u) and the formula 8’ = q 0 8 (cf. 
(3.1)), we have 
As the functions J; and g vanish outside (l/4, 5), we will be interested in 
the interval (0- ‘(l/4), O- ‘(5)). On (&‘(1/4), O-‘(5)), we have 
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with some constant C. Furthermore, (g30)“’ is the linear combination of 
terms of the form (g”’ 2 0) 0”” . .O’“’ which satisfy 
ll(g”‘“e)e”“...e”“li,~ !~g”L~~i,,. 
Lemma 2 now implies 
< 1 I!g(‘)!l,< Jg”‘i;,+ jipli, 
I=1 
-4 IIWcp’g(‘)!l,+ liw(f;- g)lip+ IItt:fi!l. (6.3 1 
The last step of (6.3) follows from the fact that \t! and cp are bounded away 
from zero on (l/4, 5) and hence, on the support of g and J. The relations 
(4.2) and (6.3) imply via Theorem A and (6.1) that (3.3) is valid forJ;. The 
inequality (3.4) forf? can be demonstrated similarly. 
The proof of (3.3) and (3.4) for ,f, and 1.1 requires more sophisticated 
arguments. Let us begin with j’, . 
Proof‘ of Theorem 1 for f,. We write ,f=,f, and thus suppose that 
f(x) =0 for x >, 314. First we will show that for every t >O, there is a 
function g= g, such that g vanishes on (4/5, x) and 
;Iw(f- g)li,+ I’ $lVCp’g”‘!l, $wb(f; tj,v.p. (6.4 t 
In fact without the requirement that g vanishes on (415, cc), (6.4) follows 
from Theorem A of Section 5 and from the definition of the K-functional 
K,,(f, f%,p. But if (6.4) is valid for some g (not necessarily supported on 
[O: 4;5]) which we call g,, we can show that it is also valid with g = g* tj 
where rl/ E C “(0, x)), $(x) = 1 for XE [O. 3/4], and Ii/(.x) = 0 for 
XE [4/5, a;) (4/5 rather than 1 is chosen to suit the case (0, 1) to be proven 
later as well as the present case). While the estimate of !Iw(f- g)ll by 
ilw(,f - g,)li is easy, we have to use (5.9) to obtain the estimate of 
~!wfg~“l~ ,.rr3?4.4.?s] by ilM:cprg:l’ljl.pr3.j.4;51 and i!~g*l!l.p~~,4.4~51. (Clearb 
!i~t~‘p’g(“IlllpTo,3,.4~ = I/ wcp’g~‘ll ,,co.3:41 and ijvfg”)J/ /.,r4’5.x , = 0.1 
The estrmate (6.4) immediately implies 
~l(w~e)(e’)‘p(fi:e-g~‘o)l~,~to’,(~ t),,.,. 
If we can show that 
(6.5) 
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the estimate (3.3) will follow from (6.4)-(6.6), Theorems A and B, and 
0’ = cp ‘: 0. 
Also, for every t > 0: there exists G= G, such that G vanishes on 
8. ‘(I, cc) and 
To prove (3.4), which is the converse of (3.3), it is sufficient to show that 
ilwcp’(G~O -‘)(‘)I(,,@ I!(w:~?)((Po~)“~ G(‘)(l,, 
+ 1l(wf9)(cp4)“~ GII,. (6.7) 
Thus, it remains to prove only (6.6) and (6.7). We will prove (6.6) and 
(6.7) for the cases 0 ,< p(O) < 1, b(O) = 1, and /I(O) > 1 separately. Note that 
we assume q(x) = xp(“) on (0, 1). 
Case I: 0 6 p(O) < 1. We set /I? = p(O) and hence, q(x) = x4 on [0, I]. 
The endpoint A (where 0 maps (A, B) onto (0, x), cf. Section 3) is finite, 
and by linear substitution (see Remark 3 in Section 3), we can assume that 
z-(x)=x’ -8, e(x)=x).(l-~B),xJ, and (A, B) = (0, cc). 
Therefore, the expression 
((82 o)(u))(r) = (g(u”))“’ 
is the linear combination of terms of the type 
g(i)(ud) ui6 -r, 1 <i<r. 
Hence, to prove (6.6), we have to estimate 
~i(woe)(u)(e~(~)p~ g(l)(e(g) d~-yp 
for 1 Q i < r, which, making use of the change of variable x = O(u), u = X’ -p 
becomes 
zr IIw(x) g”‘(X) x’ - r(l -“)I\ p’ (6.8) 
Since w(x) - x:‘((‘) on (0, l), Lemma 3 and the condition 
V(O)+i-r(l-p(O))> -$, (6.9) 
which is valid if we assume (3.2), yield 
IIw(x) p(x)x’-“‘- qjp<, IIU.(.U),~rlig(‘)(.~)j!p, 
and this proves (6.6). 
We will prove (6.7) in a similar way. The expression 
(G-e I(x))“‘= (G(x’ fi))“’ 
consists of terms such as 
and hence, we have to estimate for 1 6 i 6 r, the expression 
J= i!M,(S) XdlG(d(XI “) .y -io cr -‘)I; p 
= I~(I~~~)(u)(~‘(u))“~ G”‘(u 
Since 
) z4- Yp. 
Lemma 3 implies that if 
a+(] -p;;))p+i-r> -; 
then 
(6.10) 
for l,<i<r. (6.11) 
i.c., (6.7) is valid. The assumption (6.11 ) for i = 1 is actually stronger than 
(6.11) for i > 1 and for I’ = 1, it is exactly (3.2). 
Thus the proof of (6.6) and (6.7) for f; is complete in the case 
O<fi(O)< 1. 
Cu.sc~ II: /I(O)= 1. In this case, we can choose 
and we have (A, B) = ( - cc, cc). The expression 
(de(u)))“‘= (g(e”))“’ 
consists of terms like 
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Hence, we have to show 
Il(lvce)(o’)‘~p~“‘(e) 0’11 _ f.p( x..s,)= !I4x) x’~%)!l,.p(o,w) 
6 )I w(x) X’g”‘(x)li p + Ij wg;I P 
which follows from Lemma 1 of Section 5. This proves (6.6). For the proof 
of (6.7), we observe that 
(G(log x))@’ 
consists of terms such as 
G”‘( log x) x ‘. 161Gr. 
We can now apply Lemma 2 of Section 5 to obtain 
IIw(x) x’G”‘(log x) x -rllp= liw(eU) e”“‘G”‘(u)!i, 
-=$ IIw(e”) e”‘PG(‘J(u)!j p + $w(e”) e”:pG(u)ljp 
which implies (6.7). 
Case III: j3=fl(O)> 1. For /I> 1, we have (A, B)=(-3~, cc) and we 
can choose 
I’(x) = -XI -B, O(x) = ( -x)‘;(‘. P’. 
In this case, the consideration is very similar to that of Case I above. There 
are only two differences. The first one is that because of 
-r(l -fi)>O, 
we can apply Lemma 1 instead of Lemma 3 and so we need no extra 
assumption in the proof of (6.6). The second one is that the norm in J, 
given by (6.10), is actually a norm on (- 00, - 1) (note that supp GE 
8. ‘((0, 1)) E ( - co,, - 1 )), hence, we can apply Lemma 1 (more precisely 
its (-cc, 0)-variant) to conclude 
J$ II(MJ::U)(U’)‘~~ G”‘/J,+ ~I(woO)(e’)“~ GQ, 
and here, again, we do not need any assumption on the parameters y(O), 
r, and B(O)> 1. 
Cases I-III prove Theorem 1 for f=1;. 
Finally, WC verify Theorem 1 for f7. 
Proof‘ of‘ Theorem 1 ,for .f3. Let j’=j>. Then supp.f‘& (3. Y;) and 
(p(x) = xB, /I = /T&s) f 1 on (2. co). 
We follow the consideration used in the proof for I;. The functions y and 
G in this case can be chosen in such a way that 
supp gE(2, =) and suppGc_O -‘((2. x.,). 
We have to prove again (6.6) and (6.7). We distinguish two cases. 
Cast IV: /3 = p( x ) = 1. We can choose 
I-(x) = j‘: $ = log s, U(s) = e’: 
and the proof coincides with that of Case 11 above. 
Cusc V: /j = [I(K ) < 1. We can choose 
I ‘( .Y ) = x ’ ‘{, ~(s)=xi.l~ -PI 
and follow the proof of Cases I and III above. Since in this case. both in 
(6.8) and in (6.10), the support of the function is contained in ( 1, ,x. ), we 
can apply Lemma 1 of Section 5 in estimating I from (6.8) and J from 
(6.10) to obtain 
I+ lIw’prg(‘)llp+ ilrvqli ‘ ,I,’ 
and 
and this completes the proof, when (a, h) = (0, E ). 
Let now (a, h) = (0, 1). We use the function I++, from the preceding part 
of the proof and set 
rc/3(x)-ljl(1 -x)= 
{ 
; 
if x> 1!2 
if .r<l/4. 
WC can now write 
The estimates for 1; and j’, are the same as in the proof for the case (0, SC: ). 
(Note that fz has support in [l/4, 3j4] and/, has support in [O, 3/4].) 
Finally, the estimate off, is parallcl to that off,. (Note that the support 
of ,L3 is contained in [l/4, I].) To show this we just replace .Y by (1 -s). 
An alternative way is to use the substitution U= 1 -x. G(u) = M.(X). 
j’(u) = f’(.u). Then in the decomposition 
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i;(u) coincides withJ,(x), and so the proof applied tofandf, rather than 
to .f and f, yields the necessary estimates for 1;. 
Finally, the case (a: h) = (- CO: x) is similar if we use the decomposition 
where supp fi E ( - oc, 3/4), supp fz E [ J/2,4], supp 13 c [ 3, 3~ ) and in 
this case the proof for f, and J; will be parallel to the proof for f; in the 
case ((I, b) = (0, 0~). The proof for 1; is exactly the same as in the case 
(4 h)= (0, m). I 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assuming (3.6), we know that f ‘>-- ‘) is locally 
absolutely continuous and 
from Lemma 4. By slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 1, we can show 
that it holds for the main part moduli as well. (Here (5.4) should be used 
instead of Theorems A and B.) Therefore, assuming (3.5), we have 
0; -“(.f“” 2 0, l)(w,,H),rp.“)‘* lip,p 4 Q~,Jf’“‘, r)““pl.P + I’- b Ilwcpy5)1/ p’ 
(See also [4, Sect. 6.21 about the freedom we have in choosing h* in (2.5).) 
By [4, Theorem 6.3.1 (b)], we have 
(6.13) 
Combining the above, WC have 
The relation (3.7) now follows from (5.13) and the above. We omit the 
proof of (3.8) as it is very similar. 1 
Proof qf Theorem 3. According to (5.5) and (5.6) 
a;- 71: f),,,p +Q;LL AL.,, 
and 
Hcncc, rife I,, and 
imply 
.q>’ ‘(s, f),+.p= C!(P) 
Making use of Lemma 4 (of Section 5), we can derive 
where s satisfies 0 <r-s < 1. Thus, if we can show for 0 < p 6 I that 
Q;(.f; f)r+..P = qt”) (6.15) 
is equivalent to 
Qf(.f. K l)($,. .(,,,u? O)l.P.,, = (‘(I”) (6.16) 
whenever M:f E L,, we will apply this equivalence to the function f “’ (rather 
than .f‘) and the weight function IVY’ (rather than M*) with ,o =x -.s to 
obtain 
We now use (6.14). (5.X). and (6.13) to derive (3.10). The verification that 
(3.10) implies (3.9) is identical, we just have to reverse our steps. 
Thus, it remains to prove that (6.15) and (6.16) are equivalent. For 
/3(c) 2 1 when c (c= u or ~=h) is a finite endpoint, Q so and the 
equivalence of (6.15) and (6.16) follows from Theorem 1. 
When 0 <B(C) < 1 we can no longer apply Theorem I to verify that 
(6.15) and (6.16) are equivalent, since in Theorem 3 we do not have the 
assumption (3.2) of Theorem 1. In this case more delicate consideration is 
needed. 
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Suppose that at some finite endpoint c we have 0 d p(c) < 1. For sim- 
plicity, we set (a, 6) = (0, a) and 0 d/I = p(O) < 1. (The case (a, h) = (0, 1) 
with p(O)< 1 or /I(l) < 1 can be treated similarly.) 
We now follow the proof of Case I of Theorem 1. 
Thus, we may suppose that f(x) = 0 on (3/4, oo), q)(x) = xB, 0 ,< fi = 
b(O)< 1 on (0, l), Z-(x)=x’- y, and O(x) = x”(’ “I. We can choose func- 
tions g and G such that supp g c (0, l), supp G G (0, I), 
Il~(S-gS)llL,(r*.co)+f2 lIW(p2g”IILp(l*,~,)<<~~(f, o,.,, 
(with I* = (2t)“(’ -O)) and 
Following the proof of Theorem 1, it is enough to show that for p < 1, 
implies 
and 
I((w~O)((P~~))~~~G”JI~,~~~,~;,<<~~--* 
implies 
ll(w~~(~))(cp~O(~c))‘~~ G’(u)/uIIL,,:,,mj~ tp- ‘. 
To prove these implications, we need the following lemma. 
bMMA 5. Suppose 
y-l+ l/p+(2-p)jd>O, b >o: p <2. 
Then 
1:p 
Ixyg”(x)l” dx @p * (t-+0+) 
implies .for g, g’ E AC,,, with supp g E (0, I), that 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
Jxy - ‘g’(x)IP dx 6 P ’ (t -+ 0 -t ). 
12fP 
Assuming Lemma 5, the implication (6.17) * (6.18) follows from 
M’(-y) (p*(x) k x:‘(U) A 2/‘, 
where ~(0) > 0, t* = (21)“” -P), and 
(7(0)+2/,- 1 + I,lp+(2-p)j(lj(l -[j),>2/1- 1 + li;p+(l --/I)>() 
Similarly, the implication (6.19) j (6.20) follows from Lemma 5 since 
and for p 6 1, ~(0) 3 0, 
Pror?/ C$ Lemma 5. The relation (6.22) implies that 
and therefore, using HGlder’s inequality, we have 
.+ t 7 ’ I - I;/7 + (p 2);6. 
Adding thcsc together for t, 2t. 4t, . . . and utilizing the fact that the exponent 
-;: + 1 - l/p + (p - 2)/6 is negative (which follows from (6.21)), we obtain 
Hence, 
which completes the proof. 1 
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7. APPLICATIONS 
In this section, WC apply our results to some problems in approximation 
theory. 
Let a > 0, and s be an integer such that s < r d s + 1. In the course of the 
proof of Theorem 3, we verified the following proposition. 
PKOPOS~TION. Fur O<xx< r, 
agj; t),,,,=s(ta),,:(f”“~~e, t)(,.“)(rp,,“~-lP,p=~(t~ -‘). (7.1) 
We shall use this equivalence relation in our first application. Let us 
mention that the proof of (7.1) given above actually works for p = CL, as 
well (unlike the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2) if /j(c) > 0 when c (c = a or 
c=h) is a finite endpoint. 
Note furthermore, that we have a certain freedom in choosing 8 (set 
Remarks 2 and 3 in Section 3). 
1. Supposc(a,h)=(-1,1),w(x)=(1+x)~‘(1-x)~*withyi~0(wis 
a Jacobi weight), and 
JwfL p = inf Ilw(S- P,)il~,~( 1.1) 
del: f’, < ,I 
is the best approximation off by (algebraic) polynomials of degree at most 
n. It was shown in [4, Corollary 8.2.21 that for 0 < r <Y, 
Ku)w, p = O’(n - “) 0 Qr,(f, t),., p = q t”) 
with q(x) = tim. Hence, we obtain from the Proposition given above: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose 1 d p< co, a> 0, and s is an integer satisfying 
s<a<,s+ 1. Then 
U/3,, a = W “) 
if und only iff (.‘- ‘) E AC,,, and 
‘I 
x Zy,+s+l.:p 
I( > 
x 
( > 
2yz + 5 + lip I 
cos - 
i 2 
sin - 
2 
At, f “‘(Cos x) 
II 
= O(h’ ‘). 
I.,,(Zh,n- 2h) 
Here and in the sequel, differentiation has priority over substitution and 
substitution has priority over forming second difference, e.g., Ai f (‘)(cos x) 
denotes the second difference of the functionf’“’ ‘cos at x. 
The proof of Theorem 3 shows that Theorem 4 is actually true for y,, 
y2> -l/p when 1 <p< ZC. 
7 -. Let (a, h) = (0, cc)), q(x) = ,;X. and IV(Z) = ,~j’l( 1 +x):‘- where 
0 < ;‘I < 1 - l!p. The SzBsz- Kantorovich operators are defined by 
In [4, Theorem 10.1.31, we proved that for 1 <<P-C z and O<r < 1, 
ilw(S,*f-f‘)li,,“(0,, ) = Qn ‘) (7.2) 
if and only if 
-q,(.L f),,./?= c(t2z). (7.33 
We may now use the O-version of Theorem 1 (cf. the proof of Theorem 3) 
or (5.7) to obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 5. Jj’ 1,/2-l/p<~,<l-lj~ and O<r<l, then (7.2) is 
equicaknt to 
/;X*“( 1 + X2)i’2 X’.‘pd~f(X2)/i ,,,Z,r, , , = C(h’“). 
One can observe that (7.2) and (7.3) are equivalent even if we assume 
only 7, > -l/p, and then the proof of Theorem 3 shows the validity of 
Theorem 5 even if 1:2- l/p<y,. 
For example, if 0 <r < 1 and p < 2, then 
l~~n*..f-.l‘III.p~O.x,=~(n~ ‘1 (7.41 
if and only if 
It is remarkable that the example of Section 4 shows that (7.4) and (7.5) 
are not equivalent (for some r) when p > 2 (cf. (7.2)-(7.3)). 
3. The Baskakov-Kantorovich operators are given by 
n [‘” + ‘h 
f(w)(n+;- p +x-) -‘l-k, (x20). 
‘k.?, 
The corresponding quantities are (a, h) = (0, zc ) and q(x) = ,/x( 1 + x). 
The results of this paper and [4, Theorem 10.1.33 imply for p < 2 and 
O<r< I, that 
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if and only if (see also Remark 2 in Section 3) 
llx2~Pex~Pd~f(x2e”)ll ,~p~2,,,-r~ = ~(h*“). 
Using Section 4, WC note that the above is not valid (for some x) when 
p> 2. 
4. Finally, let us consider (u, b)= (0, co), q(x) =x, w(x) = 
x”( 1 + x)‘2, where -CC <y,, y2 < CC, and 1 d p < CD. These are connected 
with the Post-Widder inversion formula for the Laplace transform or with 
the closely related Gamma operators given by 
n-l 1 *cc 
G,f(x) =y 1 e -“‘Vf 2 du. 
. -0 0 U 
For any 0 < !I f 1 and 1 d p < x, we proved in [4, Theorem 10.1.41 that 
IIWkkf)ll,.p~o,n ,=C’(n -V-$&f, t),,,=W2x). 
Theorem 1 now implies: 
THEOREM 6. For euery 0 <x d 1 and 1 ,< p < co, 
Ilw(G,f’-.f)li Lp(o,m)= C(n -“I 
$ and only if 
WC can look upon Theorem 6 as a constructive characterization of 
weighted Lipschitz spaces with weights 
w(x) = epx + erx, p, T E w. 
Many other applications can be given in connection with combinations 
of operators (see [4, Chap. 93) but we do not wish to get into details. 
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